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RECENT EVENTS
Private visit to Ancient House Museum, Thetford
On 12 June the Breckland Society had the opportunity of a private visit to Thetford’s
Ancient House Museum. We stepped back in time into an ancient world, a world of
pagan gods, of gold, silver, glass and iron: a world of Roman treasure that was buried
in Breckland sand for two thousand years but now seen at the Ancient House in
Thetford. There are silver spoons engraved with Roman sea gods, Romanised Celtic
deities or exotic animals, with handles shaped into long barley-sugar twists or into
stylised swan’s heads, and delicate wine strainers that could add grace to any dining
room – late-Roman or 21st-century British. There is gold jewellery demonstrating the
skill of craftsmen at engraving and setting precious stones and in creating beautiful
filigree work, elegant glassware, coins, metal goods and much more.
Many of the rings, necklaces and pendants, like the silverware, are adorned
with figures that emphasise the importance of religion in every aspect of life in
Roman Breckland. Images of Diana, Bacchus and Faunus, protectors of homesteads
and livestock, the figures of Venus, goddess of love, and her attendant, Cupid, and
mighty Mars, god of war, demonstrate the enduring influence of pagan cults in 4thcentury Britain at a time when Christianity was growing in importance and popularity
throughout the empire.
Oliver Bone, the curator of the Ancient House, explained that these finds were
uncovered in 1979 at Gallows Hill by using a metal detector. This area to the north of
Thetford may have been the religious centre for the local tribe, the Iceni, and their
queen Boudicca, but because the discoveries were not declared at the time,
archaeologists were unable to excavate fully before an industrial estate was built.
Mr Bone said the gold and silver wares had been made in either England or Gaul,

some of the items had not been finished
and the jewellery had not been worn.
Who owned it and why it was buried
remains a mystery – perhaps for safety
from looting by Saxon pirates.
The Thetford Treasure, and silver
found at Mildenhall and Hoxne, are some
of the most important Roman artefacts
to be discovered in East Anglia during
the 20th century. This beautiful collection
of gold and silver, together with
blacksmith’s tools that were also found
in Thetford, and the other Roman objects
on display, have been lent by the British
Museum and may be viewed at the
Ancient House in Thetford until 13
December. Members can also learn more about Roman East Anglia by attending the
series of four lectures that run from this September to November at the Ancient
House: telephone 01842 752599 for details.
As well as viewing the treasure, we were able to explore the rest of the
museum, learn the history of the building, see its beautiful rooms and furnishings
and to glimpse into lives of past residents of Thetford, so together with a glass of
wine and friendly chatter, it was a great ‘Brecsoc’ meeting.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Mildenhall Warren Lodge Open Day

Tour of Thetford Gardens

The annual opening of Mildenhall Warren Lodge takes place this year on Saturday
13th September, from 10am to 4pm and is being held by Friends of Thetford Forest
Park in partnership with Forest Heath District Council’s Heritage Open Day.
The warren at Mildenhall was established in the 1320s and the lodge building
is one of only two medieval warren lodges to survive, the other being at Thetford.
Besides being able to enter the lodge, visitors can also view displays about the
history of rabbit warrening and about Mildenhall Warren in particular. Those who are
undertaking the warrens‘ project should find it especially interesting and helpful.
The warren lodge is situated in Mildenhall Woods, on the minor road linking the
A1065 and the A11 north of the Barton Mills Roundabout. From the A1065, the minor
road is signed Household Waste Site, Elveden, and from the A11 it is signed as
Mildenhall. Turn in to the signed car-parking area, and the lodge is about ten minutes
walk up the hill. For further information please contact Anne Mason on 01760 755685
or the Forest District Office on 01842 810271.

A rare opportunity has arisen for a private tour of two of Thetford’s most outstanding
gardens on Friday 5 September. First we shall visit the King’s House Gardens, which
were bequeathed to the town in 1947 by George Wild Stanniforth. Head gardener for
33 years, Barry Gayton (known to many listeners of Radio Norfolk, and owner of
Desert World Garden at Santon Downham) will guide us around this very impressive
garden.
Covering almost four acres, the garden features extensive collections of
herbaceous perennials, rockeries and shrubberies, as well as old-fashioned roses and
beds of dahlias, which should hopefully still be in flower in early September. There
are also many specimen plants and trees, including Wellingtonia and Tulip Tree.
The future of the garden is currently under some threat, as financial cutbacks
have resulted in the redundancy of almost all the gardening staff and in the garden’s
likely future management by contractors. Our visit may represent one of the last
chances to see it in its current glory.
From the King’s House we shall make our way to Ford Place, Thetford’s “Hidden
Garden” in the heart of the old town. After lying derelict for three decades, this
delightful walled garden has been brought back to life by a dedicated team of
volunteers. Now gardened organically and primarily for wildlife, the garden contains
a recently planted quince avenue and an orchard of old apple varieties including
Norfolk Royal Russet, Emneth Early, Beachamwell and Foulden Pearmain. We hope
that it will be possible to see a demonstration of the apple press recently acquired by
the volunteers.
See What’s On on front page for details of how to join this tour.

Sunday 7 September
CPRE Norfolk 75th Anniversary Celebration, Wolterton Hall, from 5pm
An evening of heritage and theatre, wine and canapes. Includes a
ale Tha
old, her oneThatt is TTold
performance by Patience Tomlinson: A TTale
woman show on her search for lost Norfolk novelist Mary Mann.
£18 per head. Tickets from Mannington Hall Ticket Office,
Tel 01263 768444/584175

If you would like to contribute to the Breckland
Society Newsletter please contact the Editor at
The Breckland Society
The Hay Barn, Hall Farm Barns
Oxborough, Norfolk PE33 9PS
Tel 01366 328190
info@brecsoc.org.uk
www.brecsoc.org.uk

Thursday 11 – Sunday 14 September
Green Buildings in Norfolk, Open Days
Discover Norfolk’s greenest buildings. Bookings will start in August.
Contact CPRE Norfolk on 01603 761660 to put yourself on the mailing
list for this event.
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SWAFFHAM PLANNING
CONFERENCE FOCUSES
ON WIND FARMS AND
LIGHT POLLUTION
Wind farm developments were yet again under the spotlight at the Norfolk Planning Conference for 2008, held last month
in the beautifully restored Assembly Rooms in Swaffham. Attended by over 90 delegates, the conference provided an
opportunity for an update on subjects that continue to prompt often acrimonious debate across the region. With only
twenty-five per cent of Norfolk now free of a view of wind turbines (see map on page 2), interest in their effectiveness and
potential proliferation has never been greater.
John Constable of the Renewable Energy Foundation took a negative
view of the future of wind power, suggesting that the large subsidies
given to wind farm companies would be better spent in university
research departments, where other solutions to our energy crisis
might be found. Meanwhile, Dr Jan Matthieson of the British Wind
Energy Foundation bravely defended the need for, and effectiveness
of, wind technology, standing against a panel and audience that
were, in the majority, actively opposed or at best doubtful as to
the benefits of onshore turbines.
On a practical level, advice for district councils on how to
handle wind farm applications was given by former Breckland
Planning Officer Greg Britton, with Alan Benstead of East Carleton
Parish Council presenting the situation from the parish level. The
fifth panellist of the afternoon was writer Terence Blacker who,
whilst taking a general view against wind farm development,
also had interesting points to make on the democratic values of
the planning process as a whole.
The five panellists were kept admirably in line by Shirley
Matthews, Mayor of Swaffham, in a manner reminiscent of former
House of Commons Speaker Betty Boothroyd! Shirley also holds
the post of President of the Norfolk County Association of Parish
and Town Councils, which co-hosted the conference with CPRE
Norfolk.
Whilst the wind farm debate was most vocal, the award for
‘most entertaining’ turn of the day must surely go to Bob Mizon
of the British Astronomical Association. Bob set a very high
standard, with an opening presentation on light pollution and street
lighting which was both lively and informative. He was followed
by CPRE Norfolk’s own light pollution expert David Hook, who
gave some extremely helpful advice for councils when dealing
with planning issues, such as the inclusion of a standard light
pollution clause on all applications and a light pollution action
plan for councils to take that can help reduce levels of light pollution.

WHAT’S ON
forthcoming Society events
Friday 8 August Warrens Project training day at Oak Lodge,
High Lodge, 7–9pm. Please contact Anne Mason on 01760
755685 for details.
Thursday 28 August Evening visit to Merton Hall, home of
the de Grey family, and to Merton church. A very few places
are still available on this strictly limited tour; please contact
Sue Whittley. £8 to include a glass of wine, and a donation
to the Quidenham Children’s Hospice, at the request of the
de Grey family.
Friday 5 September Early evening visit to two Thetford
gardens. See back page for details. Places (£5, to include a
glass of wine) must be booked in advance via Sue Whittley.
Tuesday 21 October Talk by Michael Morrison on Conservation
in Antarctica – The Challenge of Preserving Scott and
Shackleton’s Huts and Their Contents. Michael is a conservation
architect based in Norfolk, but also works for the Antarctic
Heritage Trust in their attempts to preserve the huts built by
Scott and Shackleton on their expeditions a century ago. His
talk will focus on these remarkable huts and their contents,
but will also look at their context, dramatic setting and the
fabulous local wildlife. 7.30pm, venue and price to be
confirmed. Further information from Sue Whittley.
Saturday 13 December Xmas event. We are currently
looking into the possibility of attending a concert and
arranging a private reception to be held in the cathedral
at Bury St Edmunds. Full details in the October newsletter.

/cont’d on page 2

LIVING AND BELIEVING IN THE BRECKS

In line with the Norfolk County Council’s
Environment Lighting Zones policy, the clause
recommends to planning officers that any
outdoor lights associated with proposed
developments should be:
1 fully shielded
2 directed downwards (mounted horizontally
and not tilted upwards)
3 switched on only when needed (no dusk-todawn lamps)
4 white light low-energy lamps and not
orange or pink sodium sources
Many parish councils have chosen to adopt
the clause.

Map showing active and proposed wind farms affecting Norfolk in June 2008

THE COUNTRY TRADITIONS OF THE HARVEST SEASON
What do you traditionally associate with the harvest? The First Loaf? Corn dollies?
Harvest supper? Lucinda Mackworth-Young considers the traditions of harvest time.
From ancient times, the period from before Lammas to after the Autumn
Equinox has been devoted to harvest. It was an immensely important
time: the culmination of the year’s work, the fruition of the year’s
labours and the only means of survival through the months to come. Not
only was grain harvested but also fruit and nuts, hops (for beer), fern
and bracken (for fuel) and reeds (for thatch). Animals were slaughtered
if there was not enough food to keep them over winter, or if they were
needed for food during the long months ahead.
The first grain was ground and baked into a loaf of bread which
was usually plaited or shaped into an ear of wheat. The loaf was eaten,
with thanks and blessings, at a celebratory meal. The word Lammas
comes from the Saxon “halfmaesse” and literally means “loaf mass”.
In Celtic times, the beginning of August was known as Lughnasadh,
and dedicated to the god Lugh. His festival was celebrated with preharvest games, horse races, marriages and general merrymaking.

The last sheaf
The cutting of the last sheaf of corn was the subject of considerable
ceremony. It was believed that the spirit of the corn had retreated and
taken refuge in it, so cutting the last sheaf would be akin to slaying the
corn spirit. Many accounts speak of reapers binding the last sheaf and
standing well clear while they took turns to throw their sickles at it from
a safe distance until it was finally cut and felled. In some parts of the
country it was considered lucky, the successful reaper being given pride
of place at the Harvest Supper. In others it was considered very unlucky;
reapers would turn their backs and throw their sickles behind them so no
one knew who had cut the last sheaf.

Harvest bride, kern baby or corn dolly
The strands of the last sheaf were then woven into a doll or figure known
as the kern baby or corn dolly, which then embodied the spirit of the corn.
The corn dolly was ceremonially brought home, in recent centuries in a
harvest wagon decorated with flowers and boughs of oak and ash, drawn
by four to six garlanded carthorses, the reapers sitting on top blowing
horns and singing bawdy songs.In East Anglia the last load was known as
the “Hollerin’ Pot” because of the ale with which the reapers were
rewarded as soon as it was gathered in, or as the “Horkey Load”. The
Horkey, or Harvest, Supper was provided for the workers by their farmer
as soon as the last load of grain had been brought into the barn. Supper
was lavish and plentiful and, to judge by the words of a cornet player,
was ever flowing with drink: “Thee prop I up somewhere so’s I can’t vall
over, and I’ll keep playing for ee.”! At Hengrave in Suffolk and at other
places, a pair of horns, painted and garlanded, were borne around the
supper table and placed on the head of the Harvest Lord, also echoing
ancient rites. The Corn Dolly had pride of place at the harvest supper. It
was then carefully taken to the farmer’s house, and either ploughed back
into the land on Plough Monday in January, or kept in the kitchen until fed
to the first colt born in the New Year, or ceremonially burned at the end of
the next season’s harvest to be replaced by the new season’s Corn Dolly.

Rural fairs were used to meet partners and perform handfasting –
marriages that were made for a year and a day, to be renewed or not,
as desired by the partners, the following 1 August. Inevitably such
practices, little understood by a puritan church, were banned and fell
into disuse. However, the church did incorporate some elements of the
Lammas Festival into its annual celebrations, and the well-known Harvest
Festival, which many a farmer attends despite having nothing to do
with the church for the rest of the year, was actually created by the
Reverend Robert Hawker in 1843.
Many traditions from Celtic to current times are associated with
harvest. Here are a few:
The Lord and Lady of the harvest
Harvesting was often carried out by travelling bands of casual labourers
who elected one of their number to be Harvest Lord to speak with
potential employers and negotiate their rates of pay. The Lord’s role
also included leading the line of reapers in the field, and he was usually
assisted by a Harvest “Queen” or second in command.
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BATS IN THE BELFRY OR JUST PLAIN BATTY?
Valerie O’Dwyer looks at the reality behind some of the myths surrounding bats, and at what bats in the belfry really mean when
you’re trying to restore a church!
There are 17 resident species of bat in the UK and they are the only
true flying mammals. Contrary to popular belief, they are very clean
animals, spending many hours grooming themselves, and they do
gardeners and farmers a great service by feasting on millions of flying
insects and moths. Their presence is an indicator of a healthy and diverse
environment, but sadly bat numbers are declining. The use of pesticides
and chemicals has had a negative impact, as has an increasing lack of
roosting sites and the conversion of many farm buildings to residential
accommodation. Bats are rightly protected by law, and it is an offence
to knowingly disturb them.

Bat, bat come under my hat
And I’ll give you a slice of bacon
And when I bake, I’ll give you a cake
If I am not mistaken
Old nursery rhyme

When I was young, my grandmother always warned me, if I went
out at dusk, “Put something on your head in case the bats get caught in
your hair!” This is just one of the many myths connected with these
intriguing flying mammals – in this case, it was believed that if a bat
became tangled in a woman’s hair it would never let go and the woman
would be forced to cut off her locks. Unless, that is, the bat was driven
out by thunder and lightning (another traditional myth). There is a vast
array of similar bat-related superstitions, ranging from white clothing
being said to attract bats to a belief from the south of France and in
Canada that if bat droppings fall in your hair you will become bald!
While there are a few authenticated reports of bats getting tangled
in human hair, most such stories originate from the creatures’ behaviour
of swooping low over the heads of people, particularly if they are near
water. This is usually because the insects on which the bats prey are
attracted by artificial light and by water, and understandably the bats
take advantage of these congregations. However, bats are not blind, or
blundering around haphazardly – they navigate using a high frequency
system called echolocation, which is akin to sonar. As it flies around, a
bat makes regular calls, too high-pitched for the human ear to hear;
these sounds bounce off solid objects, and by listening to the returning
echoes the bat is able to steer its way around potential obstacles.
My own research into the life of bats was prompted by a Natural
England report on the bats living in Oxborough Church. Three species
were found there and, interestingly, they were mostly identified by their
droppings. The roost site in the church is believed to be occupied on a
seasonal basis by maternity colonies of bats and by a smaller number
which use the site throughout the year – not good news for those of us
who have to clear up their droppings and protect the unique terracotta
screens and beautiful lectern from bat urine!
Restoration work on the church had to stop in early May, not just
because we are still trying to raise more money to cover the cost, but
also because bats are very vulnerable to disturbance. This is particularly
the case during hibernation, pregnancy and while there are dependent
young – which are unable to fly – present in the roosts. Small exit slits had
to be drilled into the timbers that were erected to protect the terracottas
during investigation work so that no bats, undetected during the
inspection, were inadvertently entombed. As there is always the
possibility of bats being present at any time of the year, a careful search
has to be made prior to work recommencing. It is not known how many
bats occupy the church, but it appears that some may be present
throughout the year while others only use it only as a maternity site.
In spite of the disruption they can cause to church restoration
programmes, bats are fascinating creatures. Maternity sites such as the
one at Oxborough are frequently composed of the same group of females
returning each year. Females do not maintain a continuous partnership
with any particular male and have only one offspring each year. So,
although they live for about 20 years, their ability to expand their
population is limited by this rather low birth rate. The babies (called
pups) live on their mother’s milk for about 6–8 weeks and initially cling to
her, even when she is flying. As they become too big and heavy to be
transported in this way they gather together in nursery roosts. When
they start to fly the youngsters are only about one inch long. At the onset
of cold weather, they disperse to other sites and hibernate, but some
bats may be found in roofs, cellars and cavity walls throughout the year.

The three species present in Oxborough church are::
– the Pipistrelle, a very small bat weighing less than a £1 coin, but which
can eat up to 3,000 insects in a single night!
– the Natterer’s, formerly known as the Red-armed Bat (because of its
pinkish limbs) and named after the 19th-century Austrian naturalist
who discovered it. It has an eleven-inch wingspan and a white
underside;
– the Serotine bat is the largest and least common of the three species.
Found only south of a line from the Wash to South Wales, it has not
often been recorded in our area. It roosts almost entirely in buildings,
so is highly susceptible to building work and the use of toxic chemicals.
These bats are especially partial to feeding on cockchafers, which
they usually catch within a two-kilometre radius of their roost, and
they will cruise around slowly chewing their prey and then dropping
the wing cases and legs.
When we are ready to begin the full restoration of the Bedingfeld
Chapel roof in Oxborough church, we shall need to contact the local bat
worker (yes, there is one!) for advice, as all roosts are protected under
the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. We are learning to live with the
bats and enjoy their presence, but ultimately a deflector board will
probably have to be installed to prevent the droppings and urine from
falling directly onto the monuments.

Further information about bats and their ecology, and how you can do
more to help them, including installing bat-boxes, is available from the
Bat Conservation Trust, tel. 0207 627 2629 or visit www.bats.org.uk.
There are local bat groups across the country who organize regular
night walks to watch bats – why not join one?
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